
  

Dinners, dates and nights out paled in significance compared to the hallowed 9pm slot

rituals
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There’s an alarm that still rings every 
Sunday at 9pm. It’s not for medication 
or a reminder to call home but instead, 
replaces the days of circling the TV 
supplement guide: a simple act that 
signified so much more. 

When my twin and I were at separate 
universities, we’d time reality TV shows to 
watch them at the same time. The alarm 
would ring simultaneously at opposite 
ends of the country, promising hours of 
uninterrupted bliss, no matter if we had 
spent the day decked in three layers at 
Peak District (her) or with a light jacket at 
Canterbury Cathedral (me). 

It didn’t matter if the plot lines were 
unrealistic, the clothes too gauche or the 
personalities too loud and brash, this was 
our weekly bonding exercise. No matter 
what the day brought – bad news, break-
ups, losses – I would always have something 
to rely on. Dinners, dates and night out 
invitations would pale in significance to this 
hallowed 9pm slot, with the reality TV stars 
with seemingly more problems than me. The 
women with their tanned, lithe bikini bodies 
and the men, always badly behaved, would 
take up literal and metaphorical space in 
our bedrooms thousands of miles apart. In 
minute by minute detail, we’d dissect the 
trials and tribulations of these characters, 
from who was secretly dating who down to 
acrylic nail colour choices. 

A new Sunday heralded the promise of 
closeness again, a respite from the constant 
longing of wanting to be reunited, the dull 
ache in my belly a soundtrack to my first 
year of university. It was the first time we’d 
lived apart, the north and south divide 
stretching, no end in sight. Twinship is like 

a marriage you never signed up to, after 
all. It’s the oddest things you miss when 
someone is no longer around: how they 
make your tea in the exact caramel shade 
you like or their magpie-like penchant for 
collecting rings, several stacked on each 
finger. 

My fingers would be perennially glued to 
the pause button, a 30-minute programme 
sometimes taking two hours, loud 
proclamations of disdain and laughter over 
Skype reverberating through the dorms. I 
would forget the distance between us for 
the first time all week – it was as if my twin 
was lounging on the navy mattress too, 
laughing raucously in abandonment with a 
senseless joy I’d all but forgotten, the steam 
from her teacup billowing in the air.  

And when the days stretched ceaselessly 
and the loneliness felt like it was going to 
snatch me in one swift, cold embrace, it 
was Sunday that spurred me on for one 
more day, the promise of messy break-ups, 
family dramas and griefs reflecting our 
lived experiences and giving us a glimpse of 
where adulthood would be taking us next.

When I moved abroad, I assumed this 
ritual would be a continuation of university, 
where distance no longer mattered when 
these characters’ lives would play out on 
the big screen. But when I arrived in Dubai 
last June as an expat, during a scorching 
humidity that had shocked even well-
seasoned locals (but really feeling like a 
rootless immigrant, clutching an Emirates 
ID, a brand-new phone number and a 
lifetime’s worth of belongings packed in just 
two suitcases), I was shocked to discover 
that watching them wasn’t a case of going 
on catch-up TV. How do I stream the shows? 
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stories of distance

I’d asked everyone I came across, trying 
(and failing) to keep the hysteria out of my 
voice. Here, they insisted. There. But as I 
realised, VPNs were shrouded in the same 
secrecy as official government paperwork. 
As days turned into weeks, our ritual had 
become something of a relic and I could 
feel the distance growing as quickly as the 
temperatures soared that summer.

But I wasn’t quite ready to give up. So, 
I took on a one-woman mission and soon 
enough, after a week of successful yet 
frenzied searching, a familiar reality TV 
show shone bright like a beacon, winking 
at me with a glorious promise the way 
satellites beamed from rooftops in Berlin’s 
Arab quarter: one last, final connection to 
an ever-distant homeland.

And so, it began again: the last 

connector between our old and new lives 
stretched on for months until it was time to 
go back home.

Now that we’re back living together, our 
rituals have extended far beyond reality 
TV. From park trips to our hole in the wall 
curry house, bonding exercises are no 
longer limited to the Sunday 9pm slot. And 
even if the shows are now about extreme 
couponing and bridal shows, it serves as a 
reminder that with these rituals, respite is a 
mere moment away. 

"It began again: the last connector 
between our old and new lives"


